Temporary detours – Poinciana
Place, Scenic Drive - Wanneroo
Water Corporation is building a pipeline from its Beenyup facility in Craigie to newly built bores in
Wanneroo and Neerabup. Part of the 13km long pipeline extends along the eastern side of Lake
Joondalup, along Scenic Drive and Poinciana Place.
To safely install the pipeline, parts of Scenic Drive will be temporarily closed between San Rosa
Drive and Tamarisk Avenue and traffic detours will be in place. We appreciate the patience of the
Wanneroo community and remind road users to adhere to all signage in place.
Local traffic only (residents living along the closed section of Scenic Drive) will be permitted to
enter the closed portion of road.
Construction schedule
Stage

Details

Scenic Drive – San Rosa Rd
to
Tamarisk
Avenue
intersection Poinciana Place
and Scenic Drive.

All Scenic Drive traffic (local traffic
exempt) diverted at Tamarisk Avenue,
north along Decora Crt and east along
Jacaranda Drive to Wanneroo Road. No
right turn onto Scenic Drive from
Detours from Tamarisk Ave
Tamarisk Ave. No left turn from
Poinciana Pl to Scenic Dr is permitted.
Right turn permitted at intersection
Poinciana Place and Scenic Drive.
*Timings are indicative only and are subject to change.

Estimated timing*

Late May to late
June 2019

Why is this work taking place?
As Perth continues to experience the impacts of climate change, the decision was made in July
2016 to expand our Groundwater Replenishment Scheme. This will provide better certainty for
Perth’s water supplies, seeing the Scheme’s capacity increase from 14 billion litres per year to 28
billion litres a year. The recharge pipeline is an essential part of the Groundwater Replenishment
Scheme expansion.

How do I find out more?
For more information, including a map of the pipeline route, please:
 visit watercorporation.com.au/gwrs
 email community.engagement@watercorporation.com.au
 phone 08 9420 3488
For immediate assistance during construction, please contact Project Manager for Civcon on 0401
941 438.
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Map of traffic management (not to scale):

Closed to all northbound traffic (local traffic permitted)
Detour
We appreciate your cooperation and understanding while this essential work is carried out,
and apologise for any inconvenience caused.
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June 2019

